is an isomorphism. On the other hand, the special fibre of ^) is clearly isomorphic tô a,(
1.2.3) ^=Spec(A[x, l/(^x+l)]®Afe)^Speck[x]^G,, ".
That is, the group scheme ^) gives a deformation of (£" to G^ over S=SpecA.
1.3. Let X,, ^1 be two elements of 9W\{ 0}. Then we get the canonical injection 
1). (i) The equality h ((p) = n means that (p (x) = {(^ x +1)" -1 }/[i.
(ii) When \ve identify Hom^_y(^\ ^)) mth the image ofh, Proof. -We will check only (v), and the rest remains for the reader. Let n€Z(^HomK-gr(G^ ^ ^m, ic)). and put n=p e m with (^, m)=l. Then for r with 1 ^r ^ n, we get easily 
.10) vW^ev(p)+v(K\ if v(p)^(p-l)v(k)
, and equivalent to the inequality 
Then ^ is a deformation over A of a cuspidal curve to a nodal curve:
We can see that Pic$/s is isomorphic to ^a ) (cf. Ex. 3.11).
4® SfiRIE -TOME 22 -1989 -N° 3 s: special point Remark 1.9. -The existence of deformations of G^ to G^ was first given by T. Kambayashi and M. Miyanishi [7] , and the groups of extensions of such deformation schemes by the additive group scheme G^ are treated by B. Weisfeiler [24] . Waterhouse and Weisfeiler [25] Now we define an S-homomorphism 
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The ramification locus of ^P is given by the following figure:
This collapse describes the wild ramification of the Artin-Schreier extensions.
Remark 2.4. -It is known by Mumford-Oort [16] that every finite commutative group scheme in char. p can be liftable to one in char. 0. Finally, we note that by using our group scheme ^\ we can construct also some deformations of finite group schemes.
For example, let ^ be a primitive ^"-root of unity with n^2. We put A=ZpK] and ^=^-1. Note that ^ is a uniformaizing parameter of A and (p)=(k m ) with m=p n~l (p-l). Now we take the subgroup scheme u^ (with l^f^n) in the generic fibre ^ ^ G^ ^ and its Oat extension J^, in ^a ) (cf. EGA IV, Prop. 2.8.5). According to the uniqueness of the flat extension, the extension J^\. is also a group scheme. In )=Spec(A[x, l/(Xx+l)]), the subgroup scheme J^ is defined by the equation F,=0, where
Obviously F, is a polynomial with coeffitiants in A, and
Therefore, the group scheme N, gives the following deformation:
No^. -Waterhouse and Weisfeiler [25] discuss finite subgroup schemes of ^a ) . Moreover, Waterhouse [26] gives the exact sequence (2.2.4) completely independently. 
II. Extensions of an abelian scheme by ^)
Since X/S has irreducible fibers, F(X, G^^)=A X and r(X^, G^x^A/^, and therefore F(X, G^x) -^ ^(X),, G^X},) ls surjective. Then we obtain
2, THE EXTENSION GROUP Ext 1 (X, ^a )
). -2.1. Let X be a commutative group Sscheme and G be an abelian sheaf on (Sch/s)^^.. Then the functorial homomorphism Horns -gr(X, G) -^ Horns (X, G) induces homomorphisms This implies the lemma.
LEMMA 2.5. -Suppose that X is an abelian scheme over S and G is a flat affine commutative groupe S-scheme. Then Proof. -It is enough to show that a^ is surjective on the set of primitive elements. Let Y be a G-torsor of X which defines a primitive element of H 1 (X, Gx). Consider the cartesian diagram
Then Y' is a G-torsor of X XgX. By the hypothesis, Y' is isomorphic to the G-torsor Example 2.7. -Exti(X, G^s)=Kc°(X) c Pk^X)^^, G^x). In fact, ^ is primitive oA(^f)=0, where A:Pic(X) -^Hoing-g^X^ xt ) is the homomorphism defined by A (J^) (x) = T? (^f) (g) ^ ^~1 <s> 50 e He 0 (X), by the rigidity lemma ( [9] , Prop. 6.1 or Cor. 6.2).
Example 2.8.
In fact, by the Klinneth formula, we have a canonical bijection
. This implies that any element of H^X, G^x) ls primitive.
Combining Theorem 1.5 and Theorem 2.6, we get the following. Example 2.9: In fact, by the Kiinneth formula, we have a canonical bijection H 1 (X x s X, Z/n) ^ H 1 (X, Z/n) ® H 1 (X, Z/a). This implies that any element of H 1 (X, Z/n) is primitive.
2.11. Let /:X ->S be a proper flat morphism. Then there exist functorial isomorphisms (2.11.1) F(X, Z/n)4Homx-g,(^,x, G^x) ^ Horns _^(^,s./^m.x).
Then we have a spectral sequence (2.11.2) E^ExtjOi,^ R'XG^x^H^X, Z/n) and therefore an exact sequence (2.11.3) O^ExtiOi^/^x^H^X, Z/n)4Homs_^OA,^ PiCx/s) Proof. -By the proper base change theorem (SGA4, Exp. XII, Th. 5.1), the middle vertical arrow is bijective. By 2.12 and 2.10, all the horizontal arrows are bijective. Proof. -There exists a filtration 0=Go <= Gi c . . . c G^=G formed by finite flat subgroup S-schemes such that Gf/G,_i is finite etale or finite flat connected. Therefore we may assume that G is etale or connected.
Suppose at first that G is etale. Then the theorem is a consequence of vanishing of Ext'O'^) in the category of the abelian groups.
Suppose now that G is connected. In this case, the order of G is a power of /?. Let A (G) be the complex of Eilenberg-MacLane algebra of fppf-sheaves over S associated to G (cf. [2] ). We have two spectral sequences Since the order of G is a power of p,
([3], p. 343). Then we get an injection Extj(G, Z/p") c; Extj (A (G), Z/p").
On the other hand, we have 
Moreover, we have an isomorphism of complexes (4.1.5) Homs_^(A (G), Z/^) ^ Honis(X., Z/p"),
where X. is a simplicial pointed S-scheme whose components are cartesian products of the copies of G over S, and Homg denotes the set of morphisms of pointed S-schemes (loc. cit. p. 345). Since X, is connected and A is strictly henselian, we have Horn; (X., Zip") = 0 and therefore Extj (A (G), Zip") = 0. This implies the theorem. 
Since n: Extg(G^, Z/n) -^ Extg(G^, Z/n) is zero, we obtain an exact sequence Proof. -Consider the exact sequence
induced from the exact sequence 0->^X^X->X-^0. Since n: Extg(X, Z/n) -^ Extg(X, Z/n) is zero, we obtain an exact sequence So it is sufficient to notice that ^X is finite flat over S.
III. Construction of singular curves over a discret valuation ring
In this chapter, for simplicity and safety we assume that A is complete and fe is algebraically closed. (
ii) v|/: ^-^b is finite surjective and induces an isomorphism of^-b onto ^^-^(V), and the closed subscheme \|/ (b) defines a section p : S -> ^-
Proof. -Since 0^1^^ is of finite type as/"^^^-module, 0^ is of finite type as j^-module. Then \|/ is finite surjective, and therefore, g is proper. Moreover, since (9^ is torsion-free as /^(^-module, ^ is torsion-free as /"^^-module, that is to say, g is Hat.
Since g : ^ "
> S is flat and proper with geometrically integral fibers, Pic^/g is represented by a separated group S-scheme locally of finite type. Moreover, since g is relatively dimension 1, Pic<^/s ls smooth and we have an exact sequence of commutative groupe S-schemes dea (1.3.1) O^Pic^s^Pic^s^2^0.
1.4. For any S-scheme X and T, we denote by Div(XxsT/T) the set of relative Carrier divisors of X XgT/T and by Divx/s the contravariant functor on (Sch/s) defined byTh-^Div(XXsT/T).
In our case, we have an exact sequence In fact, we have only to check the exactness of the last part of (1.4.1). So let ^ be an element of Pic (^XgT/T). Since ^^x^T ls an integral scheme, ^ is given by a Carrier divisor Z on ^ x gT. Let/be a local equation of Z at the point 0(5'), where s' is the closed point of T. Here we put ^f=Z-(/). Then obviously 2f is an element of Div^^s^) ly^g over J2f - Proof. -By Serre ([21] , Chap. V, n° 22, Prop. 13), such a K exists over S^ and S,, which we denote h^ and h^ respectively. That is to say, we get a diagram
PROPOSITIONI . 5. (universal property of Albanese type). -Let G be a connected commutative group S-scheme, and h: ^^-<j(b)=^-t)->G be an S-morphism such that h(T)(Z / )=Ofor any
Now we take a point xe(Pic^/s)s, and we put y=^(x), ^=^,Pic^/s and (9y=(9y^ o. Then the diagram (1.5.2) induces a diagram
Suppose that there exists an element be(Py such that %(fc)e^. Then ^(fc)^"^ witĥ 1, ae^x ^d ^ae^, where r is a uniformizing parameter of A. So the residual class a in 
Div (^ x s T/T) ^ He (^ x s T/T)

A(T)\ /h-
G(T)
commutative. Let \|/ be the T-valued point of G defined by ^(o^f). Then by our construction we get easily that
where TI' and s' are the generic and the closed points of T, respectively, and K/==/./. A'. These equalities yield the commutativity of the diagram
Hence A /^\ |/*(fc)=(p*(%(fc))=cp*(r e a)=r e (p*(a). This contradicts the fact that (p*(fl)irA / . So we get that %(^y)c=^ for each point xe(Pic^/s),, and ^ defines a unique homomorphism ^ : Pic^/g -> G which we want.
Q.E.D. Since g (resp. /) is proper with geometrically integral fibers, we get G^^=G^,s(resp./^G^^=G^s). and so g^G^ c^g*^*^. <y=/*G^ is nothing but id : G^ s -> ^m, s-Moreover, we have R 1 g^ (\|/^ G^ <^) = R 1 f^ G^ y by the following LEMMA 2.2. -Let \|/: X ->• Y be a finite morphism of locally noetherian schemes and G be a smooth commutative group scheme over X. Then ^^^0=0 for j>0.
Proof. -By the definition, R^v^G is the fppf-sheaf associated to the presheaf T^H^T^, GT). Since G is smooth over X, H^T^^, G^tfCI^, GT) (GB, Th. 11.7). Since \|/ is finite, we have R^^G^ for;>0 (SGA4, Exp. VIII, Cor. 5.6), and therefore, R^vl/G^O for;>0. We can draw the following figure:
If we take an affine open subset U=Spec(B) of ^ containing the points Pi, . . ., P^, then since s^'s are closed subschemes of (^, these sections s^'s are contained in U. So, the section ^i ) is defined by a prime ideal p^0 of B for each (i, j). Our assumption implies that (2.8.3) P^A^-.^P^Afc^BOAfe for f=l,...,r.
We denote p^ (g) k = W(pf) for each f. The equations (2.8.3) imply that (2.8.4) ' p^+tB=p} i) +tB for any k, I, which we denote by 9M(Pf). If we take U to be suitably small, then we can choose an element xGJ^0^k such that x--^0* ® fc)(x) is a local parameter of SEtt(Pf) for each f. Let x be an element of B lying over x by the canonical surjection B -> B (S\k. We put x^ =x-^°* (x) e p^0 for each (f, j). Then we can see that (2.8.
5) P^W
Obviously by the definition, we get (2.8.6) B^niW^A+nP^.
», j
Moreover we get the isomorphy Then we get the isomorphism
IV. The liftability of ^-cyclic coverings
Throughout this chapter, k denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic p >0.
1. TAMELY RAMIFIED CASE. -1.1. Let CQ be a complete non-singular curve of genus g over fe. Go be a finite abelian subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(Co) of Co. We denote by n : CQ -> Do : = Co/Go the canonical morphism, by bo the conductor of Co/Do, and by J^ the generalized Jacobien variety of the singular curve Do^. Then we get the canonical exact sequence (1.1.1) (Eo) O^L^J^J=J(Do)^0.
Moreover, by Lang's class field theory, there exists an extension (1.1.2) 0-.Go^J^J^O, which gives the covering Co/Do:
where the dotted arrow of the bottom is the natural rational map. The sequence (1.1.2) can be decomposed into the following commutative diagram:
We denote by Eo and Eo the second and the third horizontal lines in (1. is an isomorphism. Therefore, there exists also a unique lifting
of the first vertical line of (1.1.4) over W(fe). Moreover, since Ext 2^/ ', JQ=0 (c^ Ch. II, 4), we get the exact sequence
Hence, there exists an extension (1.2.9) (E') O-^^b-^'^O such that /^(E')=g*(E). Now we take the special fiber E, of the extension E'. Since the reduction map ( whose special fiber is just equal to (1.1.4). Now we take the fiber product =Qx^/,.^ -----^----^ (
1.2.13) Q -------------ŵ
here the dotted arrow of the bottom is the natural rational map. Then obviously this covering ^/^ is the required one.
Q.E.D.
2. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM. -2.1. We assume now GQ=<CTO> be a cyclic subgroup of order p of Aut(Co). We put A =W(fe) R], where ^ is a primitive p-th root of unity. Then we get our main theorem. THEOREM 2.2. -There exists a lifting ^/Q> of the given p-cy die covering Co/Do, over A. We will prove the main theorem in two steps: (1) Do=P^; (2) Do general. We start with the following general lemma. 
